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Vide reference cited above, the Managing Director, Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply & Sewerage Board (HMWSSB) has stated that, the National Water Mission (NW/M), set up by Ministry of Jal Shakti, Govt. of India, has insisted on the need for water conservation and has requested for installation of simple devices called “Aerators” in all Government Buildings. They further stated that HMWSSB, being supplier of water to various Government offices in the city, requested the CTE to hereafter arrange for fixing “Aerators” to the water taps in all offices of Technical Education Department, which could substantially save the water for the needy one just by reducing excess flow of water.

In view of the above; all the Principals of Government Polytechnics located in the Hyderabad city are hereby instructed to install simple devices called “Aerators” to the water taps in the buildings of all Government Polytechnics in the Hyderabad city.
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To:
The Principals of Government Polytechnics in the Hyderabad City.
Copy to the Managing Director, Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply & Sewerage Board, Hyderabad.
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2. Launching of “Jal Shakti Abhiyan” by Govt of India, dt: 1st July, 2019

****

I invite your attention to the references cited.

As you are aware that the HMWSSB is presently supplying about 440 MGD of water to the GHMC area, drawn from long distant sources of Krishna and Godavari rivers, covering about One Crore population. As per an analysis, around 20 MGD of water wastage appears to be physical losses at the consumers’ point. This quantum of wastage is sufficient to quench the thirst of nearly Four to Five lakh people every day.

In view of the above, the HMWSSB has started Water Leadership and Conservation Network (WaLC) from March, 2019, roping in various govt. depts., corporates, residents, educations institutions into an alliance, for educating the consumers on bringing the wastage of water to zero level, through public participation. Already, around 3000 WaLC Volunteers have been trained on techniques for conservation of water and minimizing its wastage.

The National Water Mission (NWM), set up by Ministry of Jal Shakti, Govt. of India, has insisted, vide reference 1st cited, on the need for water conservation and has requested for installation of simple devices called ‘Aerators’ in all Government Buildings. HMWSSB, being supplier of water to various Government Offices in the city, requests you to hereafter arrange for fixing ‘Aerators’ to the water taps in all your offices, which could substantially save the water for the needy one just by reducing excess flow of water. List of few aerator suppliers is annexed (HMWSSB does not endorse them, list is only for initial reference).

Further, GoI has stressed on the importance of Rain Water Harvesting in their report released as part of the Water Conservation Campaign called ‘Jal Shakti Abhiyan’, launched on 1st July, 2019. In line with it, we also request you to ensure that the Rain Water harvesting Structures in your various office premises are functioning well. For further details on the abhiyan please visit www.indiawater.gov.in/JSAA.

With

Yours sincerely,

M. Dana Kishore

To,
Sri Navin Mittal, IAS,
Commissioner,
Technical & Collegiate Education, Education Department
Hyderabad.